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Edwin Oyamo is a budding entrepreneur and a strong
believer in hard work and efficiency in all he does. He is
currently a freelance computer technician. Working with
his hands is the highlight of his work. He currently is a
second year science student at the University of Nairobi pursuing a degree in
physics. He is an alumni of Moi High School Kabarak, class of 2012, where he got
a mean grade of B+. He is also an alumni of Le Pic School, class of 2008, where he
got 393 marks out of a possible 500.
Edwin has had the privilege of learning a lot of skills by himself aided by others.
His proficiency of computer languages among them C, HTML, CSS, PHP including
others has come from his thirst for knowledge and having to be self-made and
self-taught. This enabled him to start his first company straight out of school with
a friend who helped him horn his skills. The company, called Nibble Tech, was able
to run for around 8 months.
Edwin has also had the privilege of serving in his church as a teen leader for two
years. This has helped grasp the concept of leadership from a transformational
point of view. He has had the opportunity of being an AKAD mentee under the
watchful eye of Dr. Weche. This is allowing him to get a good grip on his passion
and lock on it with all his might; at the same time bring up others like him.
Edwin aspires to start his ISP in the course of the year to be able to give others
the opportunity that he and the YouTube athlete, Julius Yego, had to learn from
the vast wealth of information and knowledge the internet has to offer. Apart from
that he also aspires to make Kenya a motoring paradise stemming from his love
for motor vehicles. Having a race around one of the major cities and then boosting
the northern frontier with desert racing is one of the aspirations that he desires so
much to fulfill before the Lord takes him to rest.

